The Boreal Institute invites applications for the above position.
The Executive Director will be a fulltime appointee who will aid the Directorate in planning the activities of the Institute, implement its decisions, administer its daily operations, solicit funds for its advancement and publicize its activities and accomplishments.
Applicants must be interested in the North, have administrative ability, ability to deal with the public and be fluent in written and spoken English. They should be willing and able to travel in the North and have some northern experience.
Applications must include a complete account of experience and educational background, references, other pertinent data, and a recent photograph.
The appointment will be effective April 1, 1961. Salary will depend upon qualifications. Applications should reach the Boreal Institute, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, before February l, 1961. They will be held in confidence if desired.
INSTITUTE NEWS
The Arctic Institute Devon Island Expedition 1960.
The Arctic Institute of North America, having decided that scientific research in the Arctic could be significantly advanced by establishing permanent base facilities at certain key localities and conducting long term, detailed, integrated observations in several scientific fields, initiated the Devon Island Expedition 1960-1963, the objectives of which are:
(1) A study of the relationships between the marine environment (Jones Sound), the Devon Island Ice Cap, and the atmosphere, with special regard to heat budget, energy flow, and moisture transfer.
(2) A detailed investigation of the oceanography and marine biology of Jones Sound.
(3) A detailed investigation of the archaeology, biology, and geology of Devon Island, together with other studies that may provide auxiliary information for objective (1).
The main purpose of the 1960 expedition was to establish facilities and cache An 18-mile tractor route to the edge of the ice cap was then laid out and 6 tons of ice cap station supplies were hauled to the top of a 1000-foot plateau at the beginning of that route. The top of the plateau, the only practicable route to the ice cap, was found to be thawed to such an extent that the tractors became mired to the axles. It was decided to cache the supplies at the edge of the plateau and to establish the ice cap station in the spring of 1961, when the ground will be frozen.
On September 6, Apollonio, Harington, and Stewart examined the ice cap margin and found that it is readily accessible to tracked vehicles. The base camp, the power boat, the two diesel tractors, and the two Weasels were then secured for the winter.
The party were picked up by helicopter of the U.S. icebreaker Westwind and taken to Thule, Greenland, from where they flew on a USAF MATS flight to New Jersey and returned to Montreal on September 16.
The archaeologists located two previously unknown sites. The first, in the vicinity of the base camp, includes four or five houses, three temporary houses, and several caches. It is probably a late Thule site.
The second site is located near the western tip of Cape Sparbo and has been tentatively named the "Inapok" site. It was studied by Lowther, McCall, and Oliver from August 26 to August 31 and includes 9 houses, tent rings, and a number of other structures. There are undoubtedly both Dorset and Thule, and perhaps pre-Dorset elements in the site. The entire site is well preserved and has yielded about 90 artifacts including Dorset blades, microblade points, burins, microburins, burin spalls, knives, and end blades.
Oliver continued his study of arctic chironomids and other aquatic insects by extensive collecting at Resolute and on Devon Island. Harington measured over 60 musk ox skulls and made a comprehensive plant collection.
The Devon Island Station will be reoccupied in late April 1961, at which time the ice cap station will be established. Studies in meteorology, glaciology, oceanography, marine biology, and geology will then begin. The archaeological work will continue with a detailed excavation of the "Inapok" site and further reconnaissance of the island. 
